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WHAT IS RACE GAS® ULTRA? Race Gas® Ultra is specifically formulated for the rigorous demands of very high compression 
engines, especially forced induction and nitrous oxide injected applications. When blended with 
premium pump gasoline Race Gas® Ultra will equal the performance of high octane commercial 
racing fuel, up to 112 octane (R+M/2).
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HOW CAN I BUY RACE GAS® ULTRA?

MORE QUESTIONS?

HOW IS RACE GAS® ULTRA DIFFERENT?
Race Gas® Ultra is a race fuel concentrate. The purpose of the product is  
to create racing fuel out of pump gasoline from any gas station.  
So what does this mean? 

First, other products on the market only raise the octane a few points but  
do not raise the octane to that of racing fuel. Race Gas® Ultra has been 
tested and proven to increase the octane of pump gas to 110 to 112 AKI, 
(R+M/2), when blended with gasoline as specified in our blend chart. 

Second, other products on the market only increase the octane.  
Race Gas® Ultra also raises the chemical / BTU energy of base fuel to  
equal that of racing fuel. This is very important as low energy  
with high octane will lean out the engine significantly at  
Wide Open Throttle. 

Lastly, Race Gas® Ultra blend results are shown in Anti Knock  
Index, (AKI) or R+M/2. This is the same measurement that race  
fuel manufactures use to measure the octane of their fuel. Other  
products on the market blend to the Research Octane Number, 
(RON). The RON number is a poor representation of octane as  
it represents the performance of the fuel in the engine at idle.  
AKI represents the performance of the fuel under load.

IS RACE GAS® ULTRA SAFE FOR MY ENGINE?
Race Gas® Ultra has been laboratory tested and race proven to 
perform in any gasoline powered engine. Race Gas® Ultra has been 
proven safe for Oxygen Sensors and Catalytic Converters.

Race Gas® Ultra is available by the individual can 
or by the 6-can case. 

Give us a call to order:
855-RACE-GAS (855-722-3427)

Or order on our website:
www.race-gas.com

Or purchase from our distributor:

Email us at info@race-gas.com
or call 855-722-3427.
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DESIGNED BY
RACERS

RACE GAS® ULTRA was was created by  
MOTORSPORTS FUEL & EQUIPMENT – 
a company made up of passionate  
gear heads and weekend racers just  
like you. We know the importance  
of high quality racing fuel.

MARK DAN

TESTED
PERFORMANCE

RACE GAS® ULTRA has 
been rigorously tested by 
independenat laboratories, 
prominent engine builders 
and performance tuners.
See www.race-gas.com

REAL
RACING
FUEL

When blended to the proper ratio, 
RACE GAS® ULTRA transforms your 
ordinary pump gasoline into high octane, 
high energy, track grade racing fuel.

To ensure the power 
and performance 
demanded by racers,
RACE GAS® ULTRA 

is formulated with  
a unique blend  
of three groups  
of compounds.

FUEL
HYDROCARBONS

ORGANOMETALLIC
COMPOUNDS

OXYGENATES

Learn more at www.race-gas.com
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